
WhiteSource solution 
for containers



WhiteSource solution for containers provides teams with full visibility 
and control over their open source usage in container images and 
containers. 
It supports the entire container lifecycle via advanced integration with all 
container registries as well as Kubernetes. The solution monitors and 
alerts on security and compliance issues from the earliest stages of 
development all the way through to production.

Supporting over 200 programming languages and many Linux 
distributions, WhiteSource ensures the accurate detection of all open 
source components in your products.

Continuous Container Security
with Automated Policies
WhiteSource solution for containers never misses a beat, providing 
secure management of your container images and containers with 
continuous security monitoring in CI servers, container registries, during 
run-time and on Kubernetes.  

Our advanced integration enables you to enforce your WhiteSource 
policies automatically throughout the container lifecycle in order to 
block vulnerable components from entering production, initiate 
automated workflows, and get real-time alerts on security and 
compliance issues. 

Native Support For Container Registries 
WhiteSource solution for containers offers native integrations for Docker Hub, Amazon ECR, Azure Container 
Registry, Google Cloud Registry, JFrog Artifactory, and GitHub Packages. The Controller scans container images 
including the file system, installed packages, image layers, and handled archive files, to detect security and 
compliance issues, enforce policies, initiate workflow and support the remediation process.

A Holistic Solution For Your 
Container Development Lifecycle



Full Control Over Kubernetes Container Orchestration
The WhiteSource Kubernetes Controller is a designated lightweight pod 
located inside your Kubernetes cluster. It detects all open source components 
in your cluster and alerts on issues as per your organizational policies.  

The Controller supports all Managed Service Providers (AKS, EKS, and GKE). Our solution also tracks changes 
(e.g. new deployment or image modifications) to detect new vulnerabilities.

Management That’s Built for Containers  
Containers have different hierarchies than production environments. That’s why we built a unique management 
infrastructure that matches the demands of containerized environments. That way, managing your containers 
will feel smooth and natural.



THINK WE’RE EXAGGERATING? TRY US OUT! Sign up for a free trial and be amazed by the ease and 
accuracy of the WhiteSource solution. www.whitesourcesoftware.com


